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Simultaneous military, G7 and BIS summits point to

something big

Posted by benjamin

February 8, 2010

Major world changes are clearly close on the horizon. This past weekend saw a

G7 Finance Minister’s summit near the North pole, a BIS central bank

governor’s summit in Australia and a gathering of the world’s military leaders

(including Nato, Russia and China) in Germany. All of this is a sign of

preparation for some major public announcements almost certainly related to

the new financial system.

The Federal Reserve Board has been actively buying up all its old bonds, notes

and Treaty of Versaille boxes at 1% of their face value, according to a Black

Dragon Society member with esoteric banking connections. The Bank of Japan

has also been buying up all of its bonds owned by non-Japanese. These are

some other indications a big announcement is imminent.

The most likely scenario, according to our sources, is that the 90% of US

dollars owned by non-Americans will be renamed Hong Kong dollars and

backed by the Renminbi. There are conflicting plans for the US as we write

but our latest information is that a gold-backed Amero will replace the

Mexican peso as well as the US and Canadian dollars to form a North American

region currency. In preparation for such an event the Pentagon, the Canadian

mounted police and Mexican Federales are said to be prepared to deal with

civil unrest in the US, according to our sources.

The Amero will have a lot less purchasing power (30 to 50% less)

internationally than the US dollar has now so many Americans will be

understandably angry when the change is announced. The un-escapable fact

though, is that Americans have been living beyond their means for the past 30

years.

Nonetheless, it is still not clear if the Washington D.C. criminal establishment

will be ousted and replaced by an interim government until the US can return

to constitutional law and hold new elections. There is still infighting going on

as we write and a final showdown has yet to be seen.

It remains to be seen if the US falls into civil war but Pentagon sources believe

this can be avoided if the military takes legal steps to remove the criminal

corporate government in Washington D.C.

Meanwhile, the military summit in Munich revealed some major geo-political

changes that may be related to this. Basically, there was talk of Russia joining
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Nato with, among others, Polish delegates making this suggestion. This

coincides with arm sales by the US and the EU to Taiwan as well as military

exercises in Thailand involving Thai, Japanese, Indonesian and Singaporean

troops. All of these moves are clearly aimed at telling China not to overstep

itself and assume it can form a China centric world dictatorship.

Of course the Chinese delegate in Munich made it very clear that China had no

such ambition. Senior Chinese sources in fact did tell me earlier that China did

want to rule the world but of course now that they have been confronted with

all of these forces they have had to scale back their ambitions.

The center of world financial and intellectual gravity will nonetheless shift to

China over the coming decades but it will do so in an organic fashion that does

not alienate or endanger anybody.

The only way for the West to prevent this from happening would be for them

to purge their financial and political systems of the criminal element that took

over the highest echelons of power.

There are many signs that such a purge has already begun and will continue

for a long time.

First of all the financial industry has seen thousands of bankers arrested and

hundreds murdered. Eventually, the ring-leaders of the 911 attacks will be

arrested if not executed. This only a matter of time now.

Secondly, the pharmaceutical industry is going to see a major purge as the

criminal element that deliberately manufactured diseases in order to sell

cures continues to be exposed. Cures are already available for most diseases so

that industry will have to retool itself towards the creation of life, ability and

pleasure enhancing substances.

The application of free energy technology to replace petroleum will also begin

in earnest. In order to prevent social disruption the oil, nuclear and other

industries will undergo an orderly transformation. Early use of free energy

technology will be restricted to such things as turning deserts green.

The political class is also going to see a major purge and many government are

expected to fall over the coming year. Regime change is likely in Canada,

England, Germany and the US.

It is not clear if all of these changes will be made with big public

announcements or if they will just be phased in over time. Hopefully there will

be a truth commission set up.

Meanwhile, right wing elements in Japan are busy plotting the creation of a
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nationalist party to compete with the ruling Democratic Party of Japan. They

are trying to get right-leaning members of the DPJ to defect to a new party.

They have also forced the DPJ to distance itself a bit from China and take a

more balanced diplomatic approach.

Overall, there is a lot of confusion in government circles in most Western

countries as well as in Japan because the political class was mostly unaware of

the existence of a secret government above them that ruled via control of the

financial system.

There may not be any big public announcements this week. However, a date to

watch for is February 15th. This Chinese new year is a special once in 60 years

year of the tiger and it begins on February 14th. That is a Sunday so the first

day markets will open after that will be the 15th. Since many Chinese believe

in numerology and Chinese astrology and, even if they don’t, it would be

logical to announce the new financial system at the beginning of the Chinese

new-year.

Finance

19 Comments

Will 100 years of Fed tyranny end this week?

Posted by benjamin

February 1, 2010

There are many indications this is going to the week the 100 year Federal

Reserve Board reign of tyranny comes to an end. The following AP article

serves to confirm what my own sources told me about January 30th being a

deadline for the Federal Reserve Board:

Central banks end US dollar emergency swap lines

The emergency lending program the article refers to started with an

unprecedented show of support for the Federal Reserve Board in 2007. In the

autumn of 2007 the Swiss, EU, Canadian and other central banks provided the

Feds with $500 billion in emergency funding. This allowed the Feds to meet a

September 30th, fiscal year end payments deadline. When the Europeans cut

off Fed funding in September 2008, causing the so-called “Lehman shock,” it

was a Chinese faction that came in and provided them with $1 trillion to keep

going for another year. That money ran out on September 30th 2009. After

that the Federal Reserve Board and the Bank of England tried in October to

pay China the money they owed with gold plated tungsten. When this was

discovered they said they would get real gold “soon.” In the meantime, they
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managed to get bridging finance by selling US military secrets, using drug

money and by stealing whatever they could.

Now that the Feds have been cut off from the global central banking system, it

is hard to see what rabbit they are going to try to pull out of a hat next.

The attack on Haiti with an earthquake weapon and the seizure of their central

bank assets did nothing but further disgust the rest of the world.

What follows next is anybody’s guess. One move a Pentagon official mentioned

was an invasion of Nigeria. That could be accompanied by an invasion of

Venezuela, according to the hawk’s scenario.

However, saner heads in the military do not want to start World War 3

because, among other reasons, war games always show the US losing such a

conflict. A worst case scenario would see 90% of humanity wiped out in a

nuclear war that would leave the Northern Hemisphere of the planet

inhabitable.

So, will the military stage a coup d’etat against the Federal Reserve Board

controlled Washington establishment, announce a temporary government,

return to constitutional rule and stage new elections? This is a best case

scenario.

There are some signs this may be happening. For one, Defense Secretary

Robert Gates watched a 48-year old movie about a military coup against

Washington while in the company of the press corps. Was this a hint? Another

point is the US effort to negotiate an end to the conflict in Afghanistan. This

may well be a prelude to the closure of many of the 800 US military bases

worldwide that would almost inevitably follow a return to constitutional law.

In this scenario a South African style truth and reconciliation committee could

be set up. It would be very interesting to hear about the plans for a fake alien

invasion the US has been working on since World War 2. We could also find out

exactly who was planning to kill 4 billion people as well as how. There are so

many dark secrets being kept from the people that it will be very interesting

indeed to finally hear the truth, however shocking it may be. “Conspiracy

theorists” would finally be vindicated on many fronts.

Another scenario would leave the current regime in power amid a declaration

of martial law and an intensified propaganda campaign. This is something that

has already been tried by Obama with his establishment of a special ruling

council. This effort is largely toothless though, because the Pentagon has

already said they are not going to harm American citizens.
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Furthermore, that is not going to end the banking boycott nor is it going to

save the US economy from bankruptcy. There may be a return to WW2 style

rationing in the US as its isolation from the global economy intensifies.

The US dollar is not going to collapse, however, because the 90% of dollars

owned by non-Americans are going to keep their value and be renamed either

Hong Kong dollars or Renminbi. The quadrillions of dollars worth of

fraudulent derivatives hidden by the Feds in offshore banking centers will

remain quarantined from the rest of the financial system and are now

worthless.

If the American government starts issuing a Lincoln/Kennedy style greenback,

it will become a powerful regional currency along the lines of the yen.

Americans though, having lived above their means for the past 30 years, will

find their new greenback buys them a lot less than their dollars used to. This

will be great for US exporters and for tourists visiting the US.

In any case, the faster the Americans bring their financial system in touch

with reality, the faster they will be able to rebuild their economy.

The Japanese military/intelligence establishment will stay allied with the US

unless the US financial situation makes the US unable to project military

power in Japan. In such a case they will seek links with Russia and other

countries to counterbalance Chinese influence.

Meanwhile, although Democratic Party power broker Ichiro Ozawa is still

expected to be sent to jail and removed from power, Prime Minister Hatoyama

is going to be allowed to stay. The DPJ government is expected to remain in

power for several more years.

Any effort to replace it with a new party is now going to be a longer term

project, according to Japanese secret government sources.

The Japanese secret government has also given the go-ahead to inviting

inventors of suppressed technology to Japan so that their inventions can be

tested and then put into production. This could take place within a couple of

weeks, depending on the logistics involved.

The Japanese head of the Black Dragon Society has also agreed to hold an

international press conference in the near future.

In a related development, there will be a key meeting between the Chinese and

a representative of the Rothschilds on Monday. Hopefully this will unlock the

new financial system. We will issue an update on that meeting on our blog.

Finance
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35 Comments

The Federal Reserve Board may end this week,. Also, reports

from secret negotiations with the Pentagon and the Chinese

Posted by benjamin

January 25, 2010

We will learn this week if the Federal Reserve Board will be disbanded forever

or if it will be allowed to survive in a highly regulated and restricted form.

There is a January 30th accounting deadline coming up and no clear sign of

how they will be able to pay what they owe. They were caught sending

gold-plated tungsten to China in October and have until that time to come up

with real gold which they are unlikely to obtain.

Their latest scam was to have the head of the Bundesbank steal large sums of

money and then try to launder the funds through the Haitian central bank.

The problem is that any money that is transferred electronically by them is

immediately detected and stopped. There was film on Fox TV showing two

tanks breaking into a Haitian Bank and soldiers seizing two objects for

purposes unknown but clearly connected with the Bundesbank scandal. In a

related development, people connected to Deutschebank contacted a member

of the Black Dragon Society and tried to buy gold. They were told to buzz off.

There are many signs now, even in the corporate propaganda media that

Federal Reserve Board rule of the United States and terrorization of the world

is coming to an end:

For example, the Venezuelan government, Iranian government TV, Fox News

and many other outlets mentioned the possibility that Haiti was attacked with

an earthquake weapon. This sort of open accusation was unthinkable, for

example, when Indonesia was attacked with the earthquake weapon that

caused the tsunami there. In both cases US forces were pre-positioned with

“aid” before the earthquakes struck. The names of the people who ordered the

attack have been made public and there will be consequences. The days of

mass murder with impunity are coming to an end.

Another sign is open attacks on the Federal Reserve Board on US Network TV,

and not just on internet truth sites.

The sudden decision by Obama to start listening to former Federal Reserve

Board Chairman Paul Volcker’s advice to restore the Glass-Steagal act is yet

another sign. Having personally met Volcker many times, I can vouch for his

integrity. However, this attempted death-bed conversion by the Federal Reserve

Board is too little, too late. It appears to be a move by the David Rockefeller,
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George Soros, Zbigniew Brzezinski faction to separate themselves from the

Bush/Clinton faction. This group is also engaged in mass murder and plunder

and will receive no funding so long as the killing continues.

The other open sign of change is the public call by Senator Ron Paul for the

overthrow of the drug-dealing CIA secret government. He would have been

killed for making such a statement even a year ago. The take-down of the CIA

appears to be happening via an investigation into why the Federal Reserve

Board secretly funneled hundreds of billions of dollars to CIA-linked insurance

giant AIG. The fact that the corporate media and the justice department are

looking into it is a clear sign of open warfare against that rogue agency by

other government agencies.

The Pentagon is sending a representative to talk with the Black Dragon Society

this week. At our previous meeting, the Black Dragon Society made the

following proposals to the Pentagon: First of all, all US dollars not created

through fraud such as “derivatives” will be backed by the Renminbi and gold

and renamed, possibly as Hong Kong dollars. After that the US can issue its

own local currency, hopefully Kennedy/Lincoln style greenbacks. Third, US

external debt will be written off in exchange for an agreement by the Pentagon

to oversee a swords-to-plowshares transition. Fourth, the Japanese, Chinese and

other countries will help the US rebuild its industrial base. Fifth, the US

should convene a South African-style truth and reconciliation committee so

that the people of the world may learn the truth and move on. We will see what

the Pentagon response to our proposals will be.

Also, the Chinese Politburo will be sending a representative this week to talk

to the Black Dragon Society. Discussions are expected to focus on the

development of a new economic zone North of Tokyo in Chiba Prefecture. We

will also discuss the possible uses of a specially prepared uninhabited island

with a 2.5 kilometer runway. This can be made available to Taiwanese

interests but for security reasons the BDS does not want the island to come

under direct mainland control.

Related to this, there was a meeting last week at the Black Dragon Society

headquarters last week to discuss future plans. Here it was decided to go

full-speed ahead with the development of suppressed technologies and not

wait for the Western world to sort out its financial troubles.

The BDS will also contact Japanese Finance Minister Naoto Kan with proposals

for an overhaul of the Japanese financial system. One proposal will be to sell

1000 trillion yen worth of Japanese government held real estate and other

property in order to write down Japanese government debt. Another proposal

will be a redenomination of the yen so that, for example one new yen would be

worth something like 10,000 old yen. There would be an amnesty during the
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conversion to the new currency in order to bring all the savings stuffed under

mattresses or hidden for other reasons back into circulation.

A revamp of the Japanese financial bureaucracy and a return of something

similar to the system used until 1985 will also be put on the table. Since Kan is

expected to become Prime Minister after Ozawa and Hatoyama are removed,

we hope he will listen to these ideas with an open mind.

We can now mention that the new head of the Black Dragon Society is Chodoin

Daikaku. We will issue a statement by him on U-tube shortly. Daikaku heads

the Japanese martial arts societies worldwide including Judo, Karate and

Ju-Jutsu (with it subsidiary Nin-Jutsu). This writer is a spokesperson for the

BDS and a conduit between Western and Asian members of the BDS. A third,

un-named individual, is the deputy head.

In any case, it is expected to be a very eventful week and we hope to have good

news to report new week.

Uncategorized

30 Comments

Bush/Clinton crime family members to be executed as a

result of Haiti attack

Posted by benjamin

January 18, 2010

The members of the Bush/Clinton Nazi crime family made a fatal error when

they decided to attack Haiti with an earthquake weapon. An international hunt

down and kill order has been issued against Bill Clinton, Barack Obama,

George Bushes Senior and Junior and General P.K. Keen among others,

according to sources affiliated with various secret societies. This Nazi cabal

sent a CIA agent to the Black Dragon Society to give forewarning of the attack.

The agent talked about the Tsunami unleashed against Indonesia and said “the

oil companies won a war and nobody knew about it.” Well, now everybody

knows about it.

The Japanese Yakuza now know the Kobe earthquake of 1995 was the result of

a deliberate attack and they are eager for revenge. The people of Indonesia

now know the tsunami was a deliberate attack and they know who ordered it.

They are also eager for revenge. The Chinese now know the 1976 earthquake

that killed 655,000 people was a deliberate attack and are eager for justice.

The people of Haiti also know who attacked them and will also seek revenge.

Etc. Etc. There is now nowhere on earth for these criminals to hide.
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It was not lost on the Black Dragon Society that the attack on Haiti came on

the anniversary of the Kobe earthquake but the society has a policy of not

responding to threats. If they think they are going to unleash a Tsunami

against Tokyo and get away with it, they are truly insane.

The criminal cabal is also wrong in their belief that they will be able to grab

more plunder in the form of “aid” for Haiti. This is not going to happen.

Meanwhile, new information about the Asian agents of the Federal Reserve

Board can now be made public. The so-called “Ming” faction of the Chinese

has in fact been thoroughly infiltrated, bribed and conned by the Federal

Reserve Board faction led by David Rockefeller, Znigniew Brzezinski and

George Soros. As always, these people reveal themselves through their actions.

When they sent the Emperor to Washington to try to cash giant checks for the

Federal Reserve Board, they tipped their hand. Japanese power broker Ichiro

Ozawa ordered the emperor to meet Chinese Vice-President Xi Jinping (習近平;)

as soon as he returned. When it turned out the emperor returned empty-

handed, there was much consternation in China.

We have learned from Pentagon sources that many senior members of the Red

and Green in Taiwan have been bribed by the Federal Reserve Board. In

addition, the Feds promised to hand over Japan to Chinese rule by 2011 and

offered Xi the job of “Emperor of the World.”

Ozawa himself is a deep sleeper Fed agent. He brought large delegations of

members of Parliament from the Democratic Party of Japan to China. There,

according to a member of one delegation, they were each put up in a fancy

guest house occupied by 20 extremely beautiful and intelligent women. Most

of the delegates accepted generous gifts of honey and money and agreed to

obey “Chinese” (i.e. secret Fed) rule.

According senior members of the DPJ Ozawa personally selected or vetted all

DPJ Parliamentary candidates. They were selected on the basis that they “must

follow Ozawa’s manifesto like students studying a text book.” Ozawa himself is

following instructions from the Federal Reserve Board. He is surrounded by

two British, one French and one Chinese “secretary” who “handle” him.

Prime Minister Hatoyama is also, as mentioned before, a freemason according

to his wife and a member of the British royal family. As such, he is bound to

obey orders from the grand lodge in London on pain of death.

The entire farcical show about the fate of US bases in Japan is just a show for

public consumption. The current criminal US government has already shown it

has no intention of defending Japan by begging China to become part of a
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“G2” with the US. The US has already made a secret decision to relocate its

forces to Guam.

Of course the Chinese Ming faction has been fooled into believing these

criminals really intend to hand control of Japan and the world over to China in

2011. All they are really trying to do is buy time so that they can complete

their plans for the mass murder of 4 billion people under the pretext of an

“alien invasion.”

There have been countless attempts to force-feed this writer information about

“aliens” and portals to other dimensions and space fleets and stuff like that.

My answer has been to say this: Even if there is a huge alien presence on and

around earth it is obvious then that we are under some sort of quarantine or

else anybody could go to the nearest space port and buy a ticket to another

planet.

Humanity must sort out its problems on its own and not just sit around waiting

for help from aliens or some Messiah while the Nazis plan their mass murder.

These criminals who have destroyed Western civilization are so arrogant that

they just cannot comprehend that their entire evil structure of domination is

headed for an inevitable collapse.

The good news is that the benevolent forces working in Asia and the West are

getting very close to victory. While all funds linked to the criminal cabal

continue to be frozen, the forces of good are finalizing their preparations for

the new financial system.

Once the new system is announced, there will be a move made against the

Western media moguls like Rupert Murdoch to force them to start telling the

truth to the people of the planet.

When people start learning how much of what they were taught as history was

just lies and manipulation there will be great anger, bewilderment and finally

joy in the realization that a horrific nightmare is coming to an end.

We firmly believe that world peace, an end to poverty, and end to

environmental destruction and an era of unprecedented progress and

prosperity will begin this year and not in 2012.

This year of the tiger will be one of the most significant dates in human

history ever.

Uncategorized

31 Comments
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US rogue regime threatens to blockade Gulf of Aden, seize

Venezuelan oil-fields

Posted by benjamin

January 11, 2010

The desperate fascists running the US Nazi rogue regime are threatening to

block the Gulf of Aden and cut off Middle-Eastern oil supplies to the world,

according to Pentagon and CIA sources. This operation would be coordinated

with an invasion of Venezuela aimed at securing US oil supplies.

This is why the US criminal government is staging fake “terror” and other

incidents in Yemen and along the Venezuela/Columbia border.

In conjunction with this the Federal Reserve Board crime syndicate staged

fake terror incidents in the US in order to further humiliate and subjucate the

American people with nude body scans. It is meant to send a message to the

world that “we are a totalitarian dictatorship and there is nothing you can do

about it.”

Plans for a war against Iran are, meanwhile, failing as are efforts to create

regime change. The Bush crime family sold 12 missiles loaded with Neutron

bombs to Iran in the hopes they would use them to depopulate Israel,

according to a cousin of the deposed Shah. However, although Obama has

been informed of their exact location along the Iraqi border, no efforts have

been made to remove them.

Instead the US criminal government is concentrating on using Pakistan and a

starting point for nuclear terror and world war 3.

These threats and others are in response to the ongoing arrests and judicial

killings of senior Nazi supporters in Europe and the US and an ongoing cut-off

of funds controlled by the Nazi syndicate. The killing of five associates of Nazi

de-facto leader Henry (Heinz) Kissinger and the presumed death of Kissinger

(he has been missing since December 12, 2009) has left Barbara Bush as the

head of the Nazi faction in the US. George Bush Senior is now so senile he

cannot remember what he said 3 minutes earlier. In conjunction with this CIA

head Panetta has been silenced after he was caught trying to steal $1.3 trillion

for Barbara Bush.

Panetta was also recently in the Philippines on a mission to get gold for the

Federal Reserve Board via Fed agent Gloria Arroyo. The trip ended in failure

and the $250 billion in gold backed bonds associated with that trip are now in

the hands of a Black Dragon Society member. The Federal Reserve Board thus

still has no pay off its debts with and it will never get any.
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In addition senior Federal Reserve Board agents in Japan have been neutralized

over the past weeks. The resignation of the Japanese Finance Minister and his

replacement with noted bureaucrat-buster Naoto Kan is a sign of this.

As the Federal Reserve Board’s access to money continues to be strangulated,

a power vacuum is beginning to emerge in Washington D.C. The latest scenario

calls for both President Obama and Vice-President Biden to be removed from

power. This would leave Nancy Pelosi as President and Hillary Clinton as

Vice-President. However, that is also likely to be an interim arrangement.

There are still powerful forces pushing for a temporary military government to

preside over a return to constitutional law and free elections.

In general there is expected to be continuous chaos along with new

machinations by the dying Nazi regime over the coming weeks. The end of

January will be a watershed period as various accounting deadlines approach.

The trial to determine if Obama was born overseas and is thus not allowed to

be president is still due on January 26th. The judge in that case is a marine

and is not expected to back down. Many expect Obama to be killed before the

trial.

Meanwhile the desperate establishment continues to put out fake economic

data to fool the brainwashed masses into believe that things are turning

around. A US economic recovery is impossible so long as the US maintains a

vast military apparatus that produces nothing of economic value. The US

military budget is not coincidentally about equal to the US trade deficit and

foreigners have all stopped funding the US deficit. In other words, the collapse

of the Federal Reserve Board and the US criminal regime it owns is

mathematically certain.

That does not mean they intend to go quietly into the night. The fact that

fascist Bush stooge Prime Minister Harper of Canada shut down Parliament

until March is an indication he is buying time based on inside knowledge of

some sort of “event.” The Harper puppet regime ordered full body scanners

long before the latest fake “terror” incident, proving their inside knowledge of

the plans of the US criminal government.

In preparation for any contingency, the Black Dragon Society had a secret

meeting last week to plan the future of Japan. It was decided at the meeting to

activate Japan’s global sleeper network. This means all martial arts societies

associated with Judo, Karate, Ju Jitsu etc. world-wide can, if necessary mobilize

over 100 million fighters world-wide. In addition to that Japanese trading

companies and other commercial operations world-wide can also be activated.
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In Japan, meanwhile, an entire new political regime is being planned. It has

been decided the current batch of politicians does not have any truly

charismatic leaders. Thus either governor Hashimoto of Osaka or one of

several private-sector geniuses in their 30’s and 40’s may be selected to lead a

new government.

The Democratic Party of Japan is headed for turmoil and may not last a year.

Power broker Ozawa is expected to be arrested on whatever basis possible in

order to prevent him from becoming a dictator in the event the DPJ wins an

outright majority in the upper house elections due this summer. There are also

strong feelings within the Japanese secret government that the DPJ is too

beholden to the Bridgestone Corporation and the Freemason Hatoyama family.

A hitherto reliable source has also, incredibly, said Japan’s emperor takes

orders in secrets from a 600-year old “living ghost.” This is hard to believe but

very reliable, senior people take the talk seriously. We will attempt to arrange

a meeting to see if this is really true.

The Chinese politburo, for its part, sent a representative to talk with a senior

Black Dragon society member recently and it was agreed the society would

cooperate with China on an equal but independent basis. Further talks are

scheduled for late January.

The announcement of the new financial system and the replacement of the US

dollar with the Hong Kong dollar will not likely be made until these

negotiations have taken place. There is also a need to wait until the global

fascist network is fully unveiled and taken down. This will mean continuing

arrests and judicial killings throughout January and beyond if necessary.

Next week, among other things, we will report on a meeting between a

Pentagon representative and the Black Dragon Society.

Uncategorized

24 Comments

Illuminati rule to end this year, maybe even this week

Posted by benjamin

January 4, 2010

Although I have been trained as a skeptic and a believer in science, something

so unusual happened this new year that I believe it must be an omen. On

December 21st a group of shamans held a ceremony by a lake in the

Philippines that locals believe to be the home of a goddess. The Shamans,

including a revered Maori lady, also believed this lake to be a portal to other
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dimensions. Whatever the case, there was heavy rain and thick cloud cover as

the group headed to the lake for a ceremony to mark a change in how Western

civilization behaves. When we arrived at the lake suddenly an area of blue sky

appeared immediately above us. All around there was still heavy cloud cover

and rain. However, directly over our heads, in the middle of the circle of blue

sky there was a new moon. Then on new year’s eve the world experienced an

unheralded but precious event, a blue moon on new year’s eve in the West and

a blue moon on new year’s day in Asia. A blue moon means a second full moon

in one month. A full moon on new year’s eve happens only once in every two

decades or so. For both to coincide is something that only happens once in

many centuries. Thus I believe we have had a very auspicious beginning to

2010, the Year of the Tiger.

It is interesting to note that while the group of Shamans and elders was

holding their ceremony to mark the clean-up of the polluted lake, Federal

Reserve Board agents were in the Philippines trying to cash $250 billion worth

of gold-backed bonds in a desperate effort to keep their fraudulent institution

afloat. The bonds are fake and they would not be allowed to cash them even if

they were real.

There was also a lot of consternation and angst in the Japanese secret

government after it was revealed the Emperor went to Washington in an effort

to get cash to finance the climate change fraud in Copenhagen. George Soros

was almost certainly counting on this money when he offered $100 billion in

“climate change loans” to developing countries. When Black Dragon Society

members in Washington froze the funds, the Emperor was forced to confess to

the Chinese vice-President that he had returned empty handed.

So now China has contacted the Black Dragon Society with promises to help

finance a campaign to deal with the real problems facing this world: poverty,

war and the destruction of eco-systems.

The Black Dragon Society was also contacted by the Kokuryu-kai (the name

translates as the Black Dragon Society) which is run by the descendants and

spiritual descendants of the founders of the original Black Dragon Society. We

explained to them that there was no sense fighting over a name. We explained

to them that when I was inducted into the Red and the Green I was asked to

start a Western version of that society.

The Western group that sprang up spontaneously across the world has very

simple rules: we agree to work together towards shared goals and we agree to

protect each other if attacked. This Western group is now capable of

mobilizing the British Empire, the Vatican, the Muslim world and much of the

US military/intelligence establishment.
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We explained to the Kokuryu-kai and the Chinese that the West would never

submit itself to rule from the East and likewise the East should never submit

itself to rule from the West. Instead we proposed a 50/50 partnership between

East and West. There will be many key meetings in January to iron out the

details.

There are now several groups with active plans for implementing a new

paradigm to replace the one of endless war and genocide being pursued by

the criminals who have taken over Western civilization.

One group centered on the British empire would like to begin construction of

massive free energy facilities to remove salt from sea-water and use the

resulting fresh water to turn the deserts green. This group is allying itself with

the Middle Eastern monarchies and plans to work simultaneously in Australia

and the Arabian peninsula.

This group also wants to pay the world’s deep sea fishing fleets to stop all

fishing for two or three years in order to allow the oceans to replenish

themselves.

A different group based in Australia but with powerful connections throughout

the G7 proposes turning the deserts green by using etheric weather

engineering technology. They also plan to start cleaning up the world’s most

polluted sites using zeolite, an abundant mineral that absorbs toxic substances

and prevents them from interacting with the environment in a harmful

manner. They also have free energy technology.

A third group based on the US military-intelligence establishment proposes a

5-year swords to plowshares transformation of the Pentagon. This group has

the potential to develop the over 6,000 patents that have hitherto been

suppressed for “national security” reasons. One technology they possess is

anti-gravity. This would make automobiles obsolete and allow roadways to be

transformed into gardens. They claim to control technology that allows the

creation of portals into other dimensions. They claim (we have not seen proof

but have heard this from many credible eye-witnesses) that many so-called

underground bases around the world are actual such portals. Hopefully we will

soon be able to see if this is true. If so the implications are more than

mind-boggling.

This group will no doubt join forces with the various “programs” and trusts

that have been fighting the Federal Reserve Board for decades.

A fourth group linking the Vatican and Russia sent us the following proposal:

We are working with leading world scientists from top prestigious institutions
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in Russia, they are developing many innovations in the fields of energy

generating (heat and/or electricity) using water as fuel, manufacturing new

elements and isotopes from cheap materials, converting radioactive materials

(waste) into stable condition, desalinating sea water to produce fresh water

without any salted residuals, transmutation of poisonous materials into inert

materials, municipal waste recycling, motors of higher power at lower

consumption of electricity, special converters and transformers, earthquake

prediction, New Approach Towards Understanding Origination of Matter and

Energy in Universe from vacuum, many technologies for the nuclear energy

industry that will be the top energy by 2050 according to EDF, and much

more.

There are many technologies/projects in need of investment that are on the

market, some that are about to enter in the market and some that need more

years of investigation. At any time it can be arranged a meeting in the several

prestigious institutions in Moscow or the Officials/scientists can go to Japan to

make the presentations.

Then there is a fifth group based in Japan that is planning to build a major

university/research and martial arts center north of Tokyo. This group plans to

transform the Japanese right/wing and yakuza establishment into a benevolent

society that will always act in defense of the weak and the down-trodden. The

Chinese have already agreed to help this group.

Of course the new financial system has to be put fully online for all of these

groups to get started with their plans. This in return requires the dismantling

of the Federal Reserve Board and the corrupt Washington D.C. corporation.

On this end we are hearing from multiple sources that a special Interpol force

in the US has begun arresting or killing all those who are still trying to revive

the old financial system. This may have to do with why Obama is looking so old

and haggard after his “holiday” in Hawaii.

There are several key settlement dates in January that may finally force the

corporate propaganda media in the West to start revealing the truth. We will

know the turning point has been reached when the brainwashed sector of

Western society is finally told the truth by their corporate overlords. The

arrest or judicial killing of CIA Director Panetta would be a very good

indication of change.

Also, we need to see what happens when the financial markets open for the

new calendar year. A member of the British royal family says there is a strong

chance a new currency to replace the US dollar may be announced as early as

January 6th.
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The Black Dragon Society has also made the following proposals to the

Japanese government and the Chinese Red and Green. First we support the

Chinese plan to create an entirely new United Nations and base it in Laos.

Second we believe that a Chinese dominated replacement for the World Bank

should be set up in Hong Kong. In parallel to that, we propose setting up a

G8-dominated world economic planning agency in Osaka. After that, all US

dollars held outside of the US should be renamed Hong Kong dollars (or

whatever) and put under the control of these three institutions.

Existing institutions like the World Bank and the BIS can continue their

operations but they will have to start generating their own savings and become

self-financing if they are to survive.

The various commodities exchanges and stock markets will also have to

thoroughly audited and the systematic fraud they have allowed to take place

needs to be exposed. This process has already begun with the Chinese refusing

to honor fraudulent contracts with various US and European based financial

institutions.

It is also important to set up a South African style truth and reconciliation

committee to begin the process of uncovering the secret government that has

been manipulating humanity for centuries. Much of our history and even our

science is going to have to be rewritten and retold.

In any case, we believe the great global turning point many predict will

happen in 2012 will actually begin this year. We are headed into uncharted

waters but the prospects are bright indeed.

Uncategorized

37 Comments

Fascists try to grab $250 billion

Posted by benjamin

December 28, 2009

After the attempt to create a fascist Euro-centric world government failed

spectacularly in Copenhagen, the main battlefield in the ongoing financial

World War 3 moved to the Philippines. We will report the details of these

intrigues below.

First let us re-cap the New World Order moves towards a fascistic world

government in 2009. It started with the inauguration of Barack Obama as

president. At first everybody was hopeful but, it did not take long for the truth

to sink in. Obama was a Nazi puppet who broke all his important promises and
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refused to withdraw from Iraq, failed to close the Guantanamo torture camp

and actually increased the amount of troops in Afghanistan. Later, he

attempted to make himself de-facto world President by taking the post of head

of the UN Security council, in direct violation of the US constitution. To bolster

his position he was given the Nobel “peace” prize.

Meanwhile a Soviet style totalitarian government was imposed upon the people

of Europe via the Treaty of Lisbon. A European “President” was then selected

without any popular vote.

The final move was supposed to have taken place at the Copenhagen “global

warming” summit. The European fascists were hoping to install a global

totalitarian government by stealth under the cover of the bogus CO2 reduction

campaign.

However, the Black Dragon Society was able to quash this campaign on several

fronts. First of all, Russian BDS members hacked the East Anglia University

computers and proved the “global warming” campaign was based on false

data. Then BDS members in Washington froze an attempt by the Japanese

emperor to provide over $100 billion for the cabal to hand over to developing

nations in exchange for their acceding to a world government. When the

fascists showed up empty handed, they were told to buzz off by the rest of the

world.

In the meantime, the Federal Reserve Board and the Bank of England are

facing a January deadline to come up with gold to pay their overdue debts to

China.

In order to get this gold and keep their privately owned money printing

monopoly going, a senior Federal Reserve Board agent in Japan, who we will

refer to as Mr. K, went to the Philippines with a high-powered Japanese

government delegation led by ruling Democratic Party of Japan number 2

Hajime Ishii. Ostensibly, the purpose of the visit was to play golf and meet with

assorted Philippino law-makers.

However, the real purpose was to cash $250 billion worth of 1930’s vintage US

government bonds that are backed by Chinese Imperial gold stashed in the

Philippines. Their hope is to cash these bonds and use the money to bribe

developing countries into accepting the Copenhagen formula for European-led

global fascistic government. The Japanese politicians accompanying Mr. K

were almost certainly unaware of this secret agenda.

However, the Black Dragon Society also had a delegation in the Philippines

with a very different agenda. Their delegation went to a lake near Manila that

is the second largest lake in South East Asia. Local officials informed them
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that Queen Beatrix of the Netherlands (an arch-Nazi) and her Philippino

cronies were attempting to have the lake declared dead so that they could

drain it and reclaim the land. Needless to say such a move would benefit a few

billionaire developers at the expense of the millions of poor people living near

the lake.

The society members instead promised to restore the lake to its pristine

natural condition. They propose to do this by setting up sewage treatment

facilities in order to treat the human waste that is responsible for 70% of the

ecological damage to the lake. The society also proposed using Tesla

technology involving sending out energy pulses of a specific frequency that

kills harmful bacteria. In addition, they propose to use zeolite mined in the

Philippines to neutralize toxins that are already in the lake.

The idea was to use the lake as an example to show a fundamental change in

how Western Civilization interacts with the planet and its people. It would be

used to initiate similar campaigns throughout the planet.

The Black Dragon Society plan for a new financial system was also explained.

As we have mentioned before about 90% of all the dollars ever created are not

owned by Americans. If these dollars become worthless paper then mass

starvation and suffering is almost certain. That is why the BDS proposes to

erase all fraudulently created dollars from the books and then back the

remaining dollars with gold. The dollar would then be renamed and put under

government control. The control would be shared between a new UN based in

Laos, a China dominated World Bank based in Hong Kong and a G8 dominated

world Economic Planning Agency based in Osaka or Singapore.

The Democratic Party of Japan delegates were very supportive of these

proposals. They also expressed strong interest in the proposals for a new

financial system controlled by governments instead of a small in-bred elite.

However, the trip also helped reveal the real nature of the new “Democratic”

Party of Japan. The BDS delegate approached Mr. Ishii, the supposed number 2

in the Japanese government and explained to him that the Yakuza and the

Japanese right-wingers wanted to cut off their ties with the Federal Reserve

Board crime gang and start to work for the Japanese government. Mr. Ishii’s

answer was “you need to talk to Mr. K about that.”

Mr. K (we are keeping his name secret for now in the hope that he will join

forces with the Black Dragons) had some very revealing things to say to us. He

first approached the BDS when two Japanese agents were arrested in Italy in

June carrying $134.5 billion worth of US government bonds. He said, “I guess

we will have to work together now.”

He then explained how up until now “Three or four people ruled the country
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by brainwashing the rest.” The Federal Reserve Board had offered to hand over

control of Japan to China by 2011, he said. “As long as me and my wife can live

well, I guess that is OK,” he added.

Mr. K is obviously a second-tier power broker who blows with the wind. When

the wind started to blow from China instead of the US, he quickly offered his

services to China.

What he and other members of the Japanese secret establishment have

revealed to us is a high-powered Federal Reserve Board campaign run out of

Taiwan, Japan and China. Japanese gangsters and power-brokers go to either

Taiwan or China where they receive massive bribes in order to go along with

plans for a China led world dictatorship.

One of the key figures in this scheme is Democratic Party of Japan power-

broker Ichiro Ozawa. Ozawa only tells his inner thoughts to 2 or 3 people he

really trusts, according to a close friend and others.

The fear in Japan is that if the DPJ wins an absolute majority in the upper

house elections due this summer, Ozawa will install a totalitarian dictatorship.

Ozawa appears to be firmly in the Chinese camp but, things are not always as

they appear. This was made obvious by the secret attempt on the part of Mr. K

to cash the $250 billion on behalf of the Federal Reserve Board even though he

supposedly gets his marching orders from Taiwan.

Black Dragon Society members in Washington have obtained an extensive list

of Japanese politicians and gangsters who have been receiving large bribes in

Taiwan and China that can ultimately be traced to the Federal Reserve Board.

We may make this list public at a future date.

In any case, the story of Mr. K reveals how a person who has never been

elected to any public office, who never passed a public service exam and who

keeps his name secret is above in rank to the so-called number 2 in the

Japanese government.

In the US, of course, a similar structure exists with people like James Baker,

Frank Carlucci, George Bush Senior, Paul Wolfowitz, Henry (Heinz) Kissinger,

J. Rockefeller etc. having more power than elected officials. In Europe the

equivalent role is played by Royal Families and the various branches of the

Rothschild dynasty.

Although a majority of people in the Western world and in Japan remain

thoroughly brainwashed, a critical mass among the intellectual elite has

figured out the fraudulent and unfair nature of this system. That means the

system is now doomed.
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The owners of the Federal Reserve Board have bought time since they were cut

off from new funding at the end of September by selling military secrets,

looting everything they can get their hands on in North America and via their

world wide drug dealing operations.

However, without the gold in the Philippines, they are running out of time.

International law enforcement officials from Interpol have now been given

legal jurisdiction in the US. They are busy hunting down and arresting corrupt

bankers.

A similar purge is underway in Europe.

Even if the Federal Reserve Board crime syndicate gets their hands on the gold

in the Philippines, if the Chinese continue pandering to these mass murderers,

they will lose the goodwill they have earned over the past two years by

standing up to them. That means the gold will remain worthless “black gold”

unredeemable for cash as long as it is owned by the Federal Reserve Board.

What the greedy bankers did not realize during their maneuvers in the

Philippines is that you cannot eat gold. The sewer water that can be recycled

from around the Philippine lake can be turned into fertilizer and therefore

into food. You need food to survive. That means the Black Dragon Society

members who walked through filthy mud in bare feet in an effort to help poor

Philippinos were standing on the true treasure.

In any case, there are many signs of a big show-down in January. There are

several important settlement dates in January where the Feds are likely to

bounce a check.

The Japanese government, for its part, has been steadily buying up all

Japanese government bonds owned by foreigners. That means they may be

preparing for a debt jubilee in Japan.

Meanwhile, over 600 foreign IT experts, law enforcement officials, politicians

etc. have descended on Washington D.C. They may well be preparing to reboot

the dollar system minus toxic derivatives.

We also have a steady flow of truth from the British media, including a BBC

documentary stating that Al Qaeda is a fiction. This indicates the Federal

Reserve Board crime syndicate is becoming isolated even within the Anglo

Saxon world.

Finally, Israel has recalled all of its ambassadors from around the world in a

sign it clearly expects something big to happen.

It may well be that events predicted for 2012 could start in 2010. Next week,
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we will try to predict what will happen in what is most certainly expected to be

a most turbulent and exciting new year. Our best guess for now is that a

system of government that has lasted for literally thousands of years is about

to end. Humanity may finally be free of a cruel system based on debt slavery

forever.

Uncategorized

2 Comments

Secret financial maneuvers fail to save Copenhagen climate

summit

Posted by benjamin

December 21, 2009

The Copenhagen talks on combating so-called “global warming” ended in

failure last week, marking a bitter defeat for the fascist globalist cabal. The

failure became inevitable after a secret financial operation was quashed in

Washington last week, depriving the globalists of any cash to hand out to poor

countries in order to get their agreement.

The operation last week involved a top level operative reporting to the Chinese

politburo, George Soros, Al Gore, the Japanese emperor (operating under

instructions from Senator J. Rockefeller) and Japanese power broker Ichiro

Ozawa. They were hoping to cash bonds issued by the Federal Reserve Board

in the 1930’s that were backed with Chinese imperial gold. The money was

then going to be used to promise $100 billion in bribes to poor countries in

order to get them to go along with the creation of a fascist world government.

A top Chinese government official was also promised the job of secret world

emperor. Japanese power broker Ichiro Ozawa led a 600-person delegation to

China last week as a part of this operation.

The operation was stopped by a secret but very powerful group known as the

Black Dragon Society. This group is capable of mobilizing the British Empire,

the Vatican, many of the oil producing states, at least half of the Pentagon, the

Japanese military/police establishment and the over 50 million people studying

martial arts worldwide. It was their allies in the US who froze the funds the

Emperor was supposed to release.

Further attacks against the globalist fascists seen during the past week

include the announcement by the Gulf Oil Producing states that they will no

longer trade oil in dollars. Dubai, for its part, has cut off its ties with the

globalists and is now suing Citibank for tens of billions of dollars. Most of the

South American nations have also now renounced the use of US dollars for
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regional trade.

The Chinese have, for their part, made an end run around the US dollar by

buying up all the physical commodities in the world. They are now in a

position, if they desire, to triple the prices Western countries pay for their raw

materials. They are unlikely to do this, of course, because that would amount

to a declaration of war against the militarily more powerful Western powers.

Pentagon war-gaming scenarios call for the US Navy to blockade the Persian

Gulf while the US army seizes Mexican and Venezuelan oil fields if a blockade

is declared against the US.

The Russians, for their part, are contemplating forming a Western Alliance

ranging from Vladivostock to Vancouver but not including the Nazi US regime.

They are allied with the Chinese in the Shanghai Cooperation agreement but

they view this as a marriage of convenience designed to counter-act the Nazi

US threat. They still have a visceral, historical fear of the “yellow-peril,”

meaning the Chinese would be foolish to overplay their hand.

The BDS has put a counter-proposal on the table. They promise to erase from

the financial system all the dollars (running literally into the quintillions)

created fraudulently by the Federal Reserve Board since the

Greenspan/Clinton years. They will then back the remaining dollars with gold.

Once this is done an intensive 3-year campaign to end poverty and stop

environmental destruction will be financed.

As a part of this, a top level Japanese delegation led by Hajime Ishii, the

number 2 in the Japanese government, will be visiting a site in the Philippines

containing gold hoards and discussing the 3-year campaign plans with BDS

representatives.

The BDS plan involves firstly an emergency global mobilization to immediately

provide adequate nutrition to the 1 billion mal-nourished and starving people

on this planet. They will also finance a 2-year stand-down of the world’s deep

ocean fishing fleets in order to allow the oceans to replenish. This will be

accompanied by efforts to seed the dead parts of the oceans with nutrients in

order to vastly increase fish numbers.

The British Empire will form an alliance with the Gulf Oil Kingdoms to use

previously suppressed energy technology to remove salt from sea-water and

turn the deserts green. The alliance between the Gulf Oil Kingdoms and the

British Empire may ultimately involve some sort of marriage based coalition.

This may be followed by the alliance of Protestant Christianity with moderate

Sufi Islam.
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The Vatican, for its part, will mount their own campaign using their own free

energy technology to end poverty and turn deserts green. They will also try to

deepen their ties with Asia to counter-act what they see as a growing Islamist

threat to Christianity.

The BDS allies in the US, meanwhile, plan to return the US to constitutional

rule and begin a swords-to-ploughshares transition of the Pentagon. The

Philippines gold will be used to write-off US external debts and finance a

reconstruction of the US industrial base. The Pentagon will begin allowing the

wide-spread civilian use of Stirling engines and other high-technology

previously kept from the public for “security reasons.”

The Japanese, for their part, will begin introducing their own suppressed

technology in an orderly manner designed to make sure there is minimal

social disruption as the oil and nuclear power industries are phased out. They

will also be re-integrating the Yakuza and right-wing gangs by converting

them into a Japanese version of the CIA/FBI. They will be setting up a massive

new martial arts university to act as their headquarters.

In any case, the Black Dragon Society has been contacted during the last week

by the Yakuza, the British Royal Family, the KGB, the Vatican, the Pentagon

and others in the run-up to the trip to the Philippine gold fields.

The transition away from the post-World War 2 power structure will probably

take about 3-years to complete. However, there could be major

announcements as early as January. We will report back from our Philippine

trip next week.

Uncategorized

3 Comments

Weekly geo-political news and analysis

Posted by benjamin

December 16, 2009

Events are approaching an end-game compromise with communist China. The

Chinese are now allied with the global warming fraud faction in an attempt to

establish a world dictatorship. The Black Dragon Society will not allow this to

happen.

As reported by multiple news sources as well as our own direct sources, many

of the chief Nazi operators in Washington D.C., including Alan Greenspan and

Henry Heinz Kissinger have been placed under house arrest. Following this the

Federal Reserve Board was audited and dollars created via “derivatives” fraud
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are being eliminated from the system. If these dollars were not removed from

the system and the dollar was forced to be backed by hard assets, then the

dollar would be worth less than 0.06 cents.

The Chinese, in the meantime, have systematically used their fiat dollars to

corner the global physical commodity markets. This means that if the US

devalued unilaterally, the Chinese dollar holdings might become worthless

paper but the renminbi would become the de facto world currency.

The problem with that scenario is that 90% of the dollars ever created through

honest hard work are not owned by Americans. If these dollars were devalued,

many people around the world would suffer great harm.

This is why the Black Dragon Society is proposing to take the U.S. dollars

created through hard work, back them with gold as an interim measure and

then rename them Hong Kong dollars or renminbi or Hong Kong yen or

whatever. The new currency would then be backed by the renminbi.

This plan has prompted an attempt by the communist Chinese to buy gold.

However, so long as the Chinese support the fraudulent global warming CO2

world dictatorship plan, they will not be allowed to buy gold. They have been

trying to go behind our back but they will be wasting their time.

Meanwhile some fundamental changes have taken place in the Japanese secret

government. The Federal Reserve Board/Ming Chinese faction have been

ousted and the Japanese right-wing will no longer be acting as enforcers for

foreign governments be they American or Chinese. Instead the Japanese now

intend to act as neutral intermediaries between all concerned parties. A new

right-wing party will also be formed to replace the Liberal Democratic Party

and to make sure the Democratic Party of Japan does not become a

dictatorship ruled in secret by Ichiro Ozawa.

The Japanese, the Middle-Eastern oil nations, the United States armed forces,

the Vatican and the British Commonwealth will oppose such a plan. These

groups support a plan to end poverty, end environmental destruction (i.e. stop

the destruction of eco-systems) and start a new golden age by rolling out

hitherto suppressed technology. This includes intensive efforts to turn the

deserts green and replenish the oceans. They do not support a plan premised

on lies (CO2=global warming) and designed to enrich a small elite.

Any new system of world governance must not be allowed to become like the

secret system of Babylonian tyranny that has existed to this date. To

understand how this system works, one must compare a Western communal

dining table to an Asian one. In a Western system a long rectangular table is

used. At the head of the table sits the dominant patriarch. To his right sits the
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number two and so-on. The lower one is in the hierarchy, the further one is

from the head of the table.

In the Asian system, as well as the system used by the Knights of the Round

Table, a round table is used. This means decision making by consensus rather

than by patriarchal decree.

Finance, Geo-politics, Organized Crime

8 Comments

Weekly geo-political news and analysis [Sample Report]

Posted by benjamin

December 9, 2009

The ongoing global financial war is reaching its final stages. Multiple reliable

sources in three continents are all now reporting that a major breakthrough in

the financial logjam is imminent. We can confirm from our own sources

(including MI6 and Japanese military intelligence) that a large delegation

descended on Washington last week and read the riot act to the Washington

D.C. establishment. They have been informed the Federal Reserve Board must

be shut down immediately and the new financial system must be implemented

or else the United States would be totally cut off from the world. The military

is also close to open revolt with more than half of the military supporting a

total clean up of Washington D.C., according to a CIA source. The Washington

establishment therefore faces a choice between stepping aside and facing a

truth commission or else arrest, civil war,chaos and eventual death for all

members of the ruling cabal. We believe that sane minds will prevail in such a

situation and that a peaceful resolution is imminent. However, it is not over

until it is over.

Last week the Chinese were on the verge of helping the US government kill the

supporters of the new financial system in Washington until the Japanese

government intervened to provide protection. There were then discussions

with the Chinese where they were given an explanation of the inner workings

of the international financial system. They were also made an offer.

What was told to them was that over 90% of the dollars ever created were not

owned by Americans. The people who own those dollars do not want them to

become worthless paper when the Federal Reserve Board implodes. Instead, all

dollars earned through honest work (i.e. not through derivates and other types

of fraud) would be backed by gold. These gold backed dollars would then be

renamed. The Chinese want to call it the Renminbi. The Rothschilds want to

call it the Hong Kong dollar. Our proposal is to call it the Hong Kong yen

(pronounced yuan in Chinese). Many details will have to be worked out by
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experts. However, it is certain that never again will it be possible for private

individuals to manipulate the world through the creation of money. The

Chinese insist the creation of new money should be a job run by the

government and this was agreed to by the concerned parties.

A high powered Japanese government delegation will be going to the

Philippines towards the end of the year to deliver Chinese gold taken there in

the 1930’s to China to be used for the purposes of backing up their dollar

holdings. The Japanese delegation, led by the Japanese government& rsquo;s

number two man, Hajime Ishii will also be given presentations about

suppressed technology.

I will also be going there to give them some ideas about a new structure of

global governance.

The Chinese want to move the UN headquarters to Laos because it is the site of

some of the most ancient and pristine Asian culture. This seems like a nice

idea. Of course the UN is now an extremely dysfunctional organization and will

have to be totally revamped. It now serves as a global control mechanism for

the victors of World War 2. This will be fundamentally changed.

In addition, the functions of the World Bank will be moved to China, probably

to Hong Kong. All current World Bank employees will have their

track records examined and only those who have contributed positively to the

planet will be re-employed.

The IMF will be disbanded because it has only caused misery and poverty

throughout the world. It has functioned mainly to steal resources and property

from the people of the world. In its place the Japanese will set up a new

institution that will function to ensure the safety and stability of the global

financial system. Hopefully it will be headquartered in Osaka.

All of these institutions will be set up as meritocracies. Anybody will be

allowed to take the exam to join them. In addition, there will no longer be

places at the top reserved for people of specific ethnic backgrounds.

The new organizations will all be very busy because the entire commercial

structure of the planet will be changed. The industries that are expected to

vanish or shrink dramatically include: petroleum, war, nuclear power and

pharmaceuticals and automobiles. Companies in these industries will need

substantial help to transform themselves. The petroleum industry, for

example, could be changed into a geo-engineering industry. The armaments

folk will move into space exploration. The automobile industry will start to

manufacture anti-gravity scooters. The transformation of all the obsolete

industries needs to be carried out in a manner that causes as little social
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disruption and dislocation as possible.

In addition all countries will have to agree to submit to the international court

of Justice. Disputes between countries should be settled through negotiations

or else in court.

However, it might be possible for countries to also agree to settle disputes

through ritual warfare. They could, for example, each send 10 of their best

martial artists to a desert island to duel it out but no killing will be allowed.

The winning country will then get a more advantageous settlement of whatever

the dispute was.

In any case, humanity is about to be freed from the grips of a horrific cult that

has killed hundreds of millions of people over the years. Most of the 800 US

military bases world-wide may well be shut down. The US military will have to

be transformed into an entirely different organization dedicated to planetary

defense and big projects for humanity.

We are headed for an unprecedented historical transformation. Hang on to

your hats.
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